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Abstract
We study the Lq-dimensions of self-affine measures and the Ka¨enma¨ki measure
on a class of self-affine sets similar to the class considered by Hueter and Lalley.
We give simple, checkable conditions under which the Lq-dimensions are equal to
the value predicted by Falconer for a range of q. As a corollary this gives a wider
class of self-affine sets for which the Hausdorff dimension can be explicitly calcu-
lated. Our proof combines the potential theoretic approach developed by Hunt
and Kaloshin with recent advances in the dynamics of self-affine sets.
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1 Introduction
Self-affine sets are natural objects of interest in fractal geometry, and have been
intensively studied since the early 1980s. While the dimension theory of non-
overlapping self-similar sets is well understood, significant open problems remain
in the self-affine case. Indeed, until recently the only classes of self-affine sets
for which it was possible to calculate the Hausdorff dimension were those with a
‘carpet structure’ or those belonging to a class defined by Hueter and Lalley [HL].
Despite this lack of progress in the dimension theory of given self-affine sets and
measures, the properties of typical self-affine sets and measures are much better
understood. Falconer defined the notion of affinity dimension and showed that
for typical self-affine sets the affinity and Hausdorff dimensions coincide, provided
the transformations are sufficiently contractive; see below for a formal statement.
In the last year new dynamical approaches have been developed to study the
dimensions of self-affine sets, stemming from work of Ba´ra´ny [Ba] and Falconer-
Kempton [FK1]. This work has been used to describe the Hausdorff dimension of
a wide range of self-affine sets and measures [R, MS, BK], as well as describing
the Gibbs properties of natural self-affine measures, understanding projections of
self-affine measures [FK2], and understanding the scenery flow [Ke].
In this article we turn our attention to the Lq-dimensions of self-affine measures;
which provide finer information on the multifractal structure of the measure. The
Lq-dimensions of self-affine measures have been studied intensively in various con-
texts, see [F2, F3, BF, FW, Fr, Ki, O, B]. Using dynamical systems defined in
[Ba, FK1] we give an explicit class of self-affine measures, based on the class de-
fined by Hueter and Lalley, for which the Lq-dimensions can be computed for a
range of q. We also give new results on the Hausdorff dimension of self-affine sets
by extending the class of systems considered in [HL].
The main idea behind our proof goes as follows. We will be dealing with affine
maps Ti which contract different line segments by different amounts depending on
the orientation of the line segment. First we express the problem of calculating
Lq-dimensions in terms of bounding energy integrals, as is standard. We then ask
how much a linear map T contracts a line at angle θ, and introduce a quantity
r
q
s(θ) in Section 4.1 which averages over all concatenations Ta = Ta1 ◦ · · · ◦Tan the
amount that Ta contracts lines at angle θ.
We show that proving rqs(θ) is uniformly bounded in θ implies that the relevant
energy integrals are finite. Finally, using the dynamical systems of [Ba, FK1]
we give conditions under which the rqs(θ) are uniformly bounded, completing the
proof. Our key idea here is to use ‘bunching conditions’ and some degree of
separation in a related iterated function system on projective space to show that,
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for any angle θ, only a small proportion of the maps Ta1···an are strongly contractive
on lines at angle θ.
2 Lq-dimensions
Let µ be a compactly supported Borel probability measure on Rd. The Lq-
dimensions of µ give a coarse global description of the fluctuation of the measure
on small scales and have many applications including in multifractal analysis and
information theory. For q ≥ 0 (q 6= 1) and δ > 0, let Mδ be the set of closed
δ-mesh cubes imposed on Rd oriented and aligned with the coordinate axes and
let
M
q
δ (µ) =
∑
Q∈Mδ
µ(Q)q,
with the convention that 00 = 0. Then the upper and lower Lq-dimensions of µ
are defined by
D
q
(µ) = lim sup
δ→0
logM qδ (µ)
(q − 1) log δ
and
Dq(µ) = lim inf
δ→0
logM qδ (µ)
(q − 1) log δ
respectively. If the two values coincide we denote the common value by Dq(µ) and
refer to it as the Lq dimension of µ. Note that D0(µ) and D
0
(µ) are the lower and
upper box dimensions of the support of µ and D2(µ) and D
2
(µ) are the lower and
upper correlation dimensions of µ. We define D
1
(µ) and D1(µ) to be the upper
and lower information dimensions of µ, given by
D
1
(µ) = lim sup
δ→0
∑
Q∈Mδ
µ(Q) log µ(Q)
log δ
and
D1(µ) = lim inf
δ→0
∑
Q∈Mδ
µ(Q) log µ(Q)
log δ
respectively. It is straightforward to see that the upper and lower Lq-dimensions
are both non-increasing in q ≥ 0 and continuous, except possibly at q = 1. There-
fore they are uniformly bounded above by D
0
(µ) and D0(µ), respectively, which
are just the upper and lower box-counting dimensions of the support of µ.
Lower bounds for the Lq-dimensions are given by energy integrals. It was proved
in [HK, Proposition 2.1] that if for some q > 1 there exists s = s(q) > 0 such that
Iqs (µ) :=
∫ (∫
dµ(x)
|x− y|s
)q−1
dµ(y) < ∞
then Dq(µ) ≥ s.
3
2.1 Measures on self-affine sets
For Λ a finite set and i ∈ Λ let Ai be non-singular linear contractions on R
2
(corresponding to 2 × 2 matrices), and ti ∈ R
2 be translation vectors. Setting
Ti = Ai + ti, there is a unique non-empty compact set F satisfying
F =
⋃
i∈Λ
Ti(F ).
The set F is called the self-affine attractor of the IFS. The singular values of a 2×2
matrix A are the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of ATA. Geometrically
these numbers represent the lengths of the semi-axes of the image of the unit ball
under A. Thus the singular values correspond to how much the map contracts in
different directions.
For a ∈ Σ := ΛN, let a|k ∈ Λ
k be the restriction of a to its first k coordinates. We
write
Ta|k = Ta1 ◦ · · · ◦ Tak .
For a = a1 . . . ak ∈ Λ
k let 1 > α1(a) ≥ α2(a) > 0 be the singular values of the
linear part of Ta. For s ∈ [0, 2] the singular value function φ
s(a) is given by
φs(a) =
{
αs1(a) s ≤ 1
α1(a)α
s−1
2 (a) s > 1
Falconer defined the affinity dimension, which depends only on the linear parts of
the maps in the IFS, by
d = d({Ai}i∈Λ) = inf
{
s :
∞∑
k=1
∑
a∈Λk
φs(a) <∞
}
. (2.1)
It is always an upper bound for the Hausdorff and box dimensions of F , regardless
of the choice of translations, and if one randomises the translations, then it is
typically equal to the Hausdorff dimension provided the transformations Ti are
sufficiently contractive, see [F1].
Let µ be any Borel probability measure on Σ. We also let µ = µ ◦ Π−1 be the
associated measure on the self-affine set F ; whether we mean the symbolic or
geometric µ will be clear from the context. In [F2] Falconer introduced a function
d(q) which is always an upper bound for the upper Lq-dimensions of a measure
and in many cases gives the precise value. This can be viewed as an extension of
the of the affinity dimension which applies to measures on self-affine sets.
For q > 1, let
d(q) = sup

s ∈ R+ :
∞∑
k=1
∑
a∈Λk
φs(a)1−qµ([a])q <∞

 .
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Falconer [F2, Theorem 7.2] shows that for all q > 1 we have D
q
(µ) ≤ min{d(q), 2},
provided that µ is a Gibbs measure. The measures we consider in this paper will
be Gibbs, we refer the reader to [F2] for the definition of a Gibbs measure.
For a self-affine set, the ‘natural’ measure from a dimension theoretic point of view
is one which measures cylinders like the singular value function. Thus the ‘weight’
of a cylinder is close to its ‘geometric size’. Ka¨enma¨ki proved that such measures
exist and, moreover, in our setting can be taken to be ergodic Gibbs measures.
Proposition 2.1. There exists an ergodic shift-invariant probability measure µ
on Σ and a constant C1 such that
1
C1
φs(a1 · · · an) ≤ µ[a1 · · · an] ≤ C1φ
s(a1 · · · an).
Furthermore, there exists a constant C2 such that
1
C2
µ[a1 · · · am]µ[am+1 · · · an] ≤ µ[a1 · · · an] ≤ C2µ[a1 · · · am]µ[am+1 · · · an]
for all sequences a ∈ Σ and 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
The existence of this measure was proved by Ka¨enma¨ki [K], the fact that it is
Gibbs was proved by Barany and Rams [BR].
We also consider self-affine measures. These are the push forwards of Bernoulli
measures on Σ via the coding map Π. Alternatively, fix a positive probabil-
ity vector {p(i)}i∈Λ. Then the associated self-affine measure is the unique Borel
probability measure satisfying
µ =
∑
i∈Λ
p(i)µ ◦ T−1i .
Such measures are supported on F but are typically singular with respect to the
Hausdorff measure on F and often exhibit a rich multifractal structure.
3 Our setting and main results
Given a 2× 2 matrix Ai we let the corresponding projective linear transformation
φi : PR
1 → PR1 be the map such that lines through the origin at angle θ are
mapped to lines at angle φi(θ) by the matrix A
−1
i . If A1, · · · , Ak are strictly
positive then the maps φi strictly contract the negative quadrant.
Let {Ti}i∈Λ be an IFS of affine contractions acting on the plane as described above
and let d be the affinity dimension associated with the linear parts. Also, let
γ := exp sup
θ∈PR1
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log |{c1 · · · cn : θ ∈ φcn···c1(Q2)}|.
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We will need the following assumptions:
(S) Separation: For all i, j ∈ Λ with i 6= j we have Ti(F ) ∩ Tj(F ) = ∅.
(P) Positivity: The matrices {Ai}
k
i=1 are all strictly positive.
(B) (q− 1)-Bunching: For q ≥ 2 the (q− 1)-bunching condition is satisfied if for
each i ∈ Λ one has
γα1(i)
qd < α2(i)
(q−1)d
(MB) (q−1)-Metric-Bunching: If µ is a self-affine measure with weights {p(i)}i∈Λ,
then for q ≥ 2 the (q − 1)-metric-bunching condition is satisfied if for each i ∈ Λ
one has
γ p(i)q < α2(i)
(q−1)d(q).
Although the definition of γ is quite involved, it can be easily estimated to give
conditions that are weaker but simple to check and state. For example, γ is always
bounded above by the maximum number of first level intervals in the projective
IFS which overlap a single point. In many situations such as the class of self-
affine sets studied by Hueter and Lalley, the IFS on projective space satisfies the
appropriate version of strong separation (S) which renders γ = 1.
The (q−1)-bunching condition becomes more restrictive as q increases and if q = 2
and γ = 1, then our bunching condition returns the familiar 1-bunched condition.
Finally, note that the conditions (S), (P) and (B) are conditions on the self-affine
set, and make no reference to a particular measure. Our results on the Ka¨enma¨ki
measure only rely on these conditions because the Ka¨enma¨ki measure is chosen
depending on the set. The condition (MB) depends on the choice of self-affine
measure.
Theorem 3.2. Let F be a self-affine set in the plane defined by an IFS satisfying
Separation and Positivity, and let µ be the Ka¨enma¨ki measure. Assume that the
affinity dimension d ≤ 1 and that
q0 := sup{q ≥ 2 : the (q − 1)-bunching condition is satisfied}
is well-defined, i.e. the set of suitable q ≥ 2 is nonempty. Then for all q ∈ [0, q0)
we have
Dq(µ) = d = dimH F.
In particular, setting q = 2 in this theorem gives new conditions under which
the Hausdorff and affinity dimension of the set F agree. These conditions are a
generalisation of those of Hueter and Lalley since we allow overlaps in the IFS on
projective space, which Hueter and Lalley do not allow.
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We observe that (q − 1)-bunching is an ‘open condition’ (in q) and that the 1-
bunched condition implies the Lq-dimensions are constantly equal to d in an [0, q0)
containing 2. This is noteworthy because it implies the function Dq(µ) is differen-
tiable in this interval, which is an important property in the context of dimension
theory. For example, in general being differentiable at q = 1 it guarantees that
the measure is exact dimensional, see [N].
Theorem 3.3. Let µ be a self-affine measure in the plane defined by an IFS
satisfying Separation and Positivity. Also assume that
q0 := sup{q ≥ 2 : the (q − 1)-metric-bunching condition is satisfied}
is well-defined, i.e. the set of suitable q ≥ 2 is nonempty. Then for all q ∈ [2, q0)
we have
Dq(µ) = d(q).
Again, note that (q − 1)-metric-bunching is an ‘open condition’ in q. It is of
interest to determine situations where our bunching conditions hold. In the case
of Bernoulli measures, one may turn (MB) into a condition on the set by asking for
which self-affine sets does there exist a self-affine measure which satisfies (MB)?
This condition is easily seen to be equivalent to
∑
i∈Λ
(
α2(i)
(q−1)d(q)
γ
)1/q
> 1.
This is an easily checked condition, and in the setting of Hueter-Lalley it is always
satisfied for some q0.
Proposition 3.4. Let F be a planar self-affine set satisfying Separation and Pos-
itivity. Also assume that γ = 1, d ≤ 1 and the 1-bunching condition is satisfied.
Then there exists a self-affine measure µ on F and some q0 > 2 such that for all
q ∈ [2, q0) we have
Dq(µ) = d(q).
Proof. Given the previous discussion, it suffices to show that∑
i∈Λ
α2(i)
d(2)/2 > 1.
Indeed, the 1-bunching condition and the fact that d ≥ d(2) guarantees∑
i∈Λ
α2(i)
d(2)/2 >
∑
i∈Λ
α1(i)
d(2) ≥
∑
i∈Λ
α1(i)
d
and using submultiplicativity of the larger singular value function, this is at least
1 by the definition of d.
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4 Proofs
We will first prove the result for the Ka¨enma¨ki measure. We will assume q ≥ 2
and observe that this is sufficient to prove the result for all q ∈ [0, q0) by virtue
of the fact that the Lq-dimensions are non-increasing in q and always bounded
above by the box dimension and hence the affinity dimension of F . This means
that establishing D2(µ) = d is enough to prove that Dq(µ) = d for q ∈ [0, 2).
Finally, in Section 4.3 we adapt our proof of the Ka¨enma¨ki measure case to give
the result for general Bernoulli measures.
4.1 The case: q ≥ 2
Let µ be the Ka¨enma¨ki measure and let 0 < s < d. Let us consider the energy
integral
Iqs (µ) =
∫
a∈Σ
(∫
b∈Σ
1
d(a, b)s
dµ(b)
)q−1
dµ(a)
where d(a, b) denotes the distance between the points pi(a), pi(b) ∈ F coded by a
and b respectively. We wish to show that Iqs (µ) <∞ for s < d(q).
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that
∫∫
a,b:a∧b=φ
∞∑
n=0
∑
c1···cn
µ[c1 · · · cn]
q
d(c1 · · · cna, c1 · · · cnb)s(q−1)
dµ(a)dµ(b) <∞
for all s < d(q). Then it follows that Iqs (µ) <∞ for s < d(q).
The proof of this lemma is a little delicate, but it is distinct from the main new
ideas of this article and so is postponed until Section 4.2.
Observe that the linear map Tc1 ◦ · · · ◦ Tcn contracts straight line segments by an
amount depending only on the angle of the straight line segment. Let
λc1···cn(θ) :=
d(c1 · · · cna, c1 · · · cnb)
d(a, b)
for any a, b with θ = θ(a, b) defined to be the angle of the line connecting pi(a) and
pi(b). This is well defined and depends only on θ(a, b) rather than the sequences
a and b themselves.
Define a function rqs : PR1 → R by
rqs(θ) :=
∞∑
n=0
∑
c1···cn
(µ[c1 · · · cn])
q(λc1···cn(θ))
−s(q−1).
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The separation assumption (S) guarantees that the number
m := inf{d(a, b) : a, b ∈ Σ : a ∧ b = φ}
is strictly positive. We can rewrite the integral in Lemma 4.5 as∫ ∫
a,b∈Σ:a∧b=φ
1
d(a, b)s(q−1)
rqs(θ(a, b))dµ(a)dµ(b)
≤
1
ms(q−1)
∫ ∫
a,b∈Σ:a∧b=φ
rqs(θ(a, b))dµ(a)dµ(b).
Thus our goal is now to show that rqs(θ) is uniformly bounded under our conditions,
which in turn shows that the energy integral Iqs (µ) is finite and thus by letting
s → d we conclude that Dq(µ) ≥ d. Combined with Falconer’s upper bound and
the observation that for the Ka¨enma¨ki measure d(q) = d for all q ≥ 0, this proves
that Dq(µ) = d as required.
4.1.1 Bounding rqs(θ) uniformly
We begin by noting a couple of facts about the contraction rates λc1···cn . Firstly,
for θ ∈ PR1, a ∈ Σ and 1 ≤ m ≤ n we have
λcn···c1(θ) =
d(cn · · · c1a, cn · · · c1b)
d(cm · · · c1a, cm · · · c1b)
d(cm · · · c1a, cm · · · c1b)
d(a, b)
= λcn···cm+1(φ
−1
c1···cm(θ))λcm···c1(θ).
Here we used that
φ−1c1···cm = (φc1 ◦ · · · ◦ φcm)
−1 = φ−1cm ◦ · · · ◦ φ
−1
c1 .
Now let Dc1···cn denote the nth level ellipse coded by c1 · · · cn and note that
α2(c1 · · · cn) ≤ λc1···cn(θ) ≤ α1(c1 · · · cn).
When θ is chosen to be the angle of the minor (resp. major) axis of Dc1···cn then
the left hand (resp. right hand) inequality becomes an equality.
Lemma 4.6. There exists a constant C3 > 1 such that
(α1(a1 · · · an))
−s ≤ (λa1···an(θ))
−s ≤ C3(α1(a1 · · · an))
−s
for all θ ∈ Q1, a1 · · · an ∈ Λ
n.
Proof. Since each of our matrices Ai is strictly positive, the directions of the long
axes of the ellipses Da1···an all lie in some cone contained strictly inside Q1. In
particular, there exists some closed interval K ⊂ (−pi2 ,
pi
2 ) such that the angle
between the long axis of Da1···an and θ lies in K for any θ ∈ Q1.
Then, since λa1···an(θ) ≥ α1(a1 · · · an) cos(θ
′) where θ′ is the angle between θ and
the major axis of Da1···an , we are done.
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We split words an · · · a1 into two parts according to how close a1 · · · an is to being
a code of θ. More precisely, we write an · · · a1 = en · · · em+1cm · · · c1 where m is
the largest integer for which θ ∈ φa1···am(Q2). Then
rqs(θ) =
∞∑
n=0
∑
an···a1
(µ[an · · · a1])
q(λan···a1(θ))
−s(q−1)
≤ C2q2
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
∞∑
n=m+1
∑
em+1···en
(λcm···c1(θ))
−(q−1)s(λen···em+1(φ
−1
cm···c1(θ))
−(q−1)s(µ[cm · · · c1])
q(µ[en · · · em+1])
q
≤ C2q2 C
q−1
3
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
∞∑
n=m+1
∑
em+1···en
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)s(α1(en · · · em+1))
−(q−1)s(µ[cm · · · c1])
q(µ[en · · · em+1])
q.
Here the first inequality came from the quasi-Bernoulli property of µ, see Proposi-
tion 2.1. For the second inequality we used the fact that λcm···c1(θ) ≥ α2(cm · · · c1)
to deal with the terms cm · · · c1 corresponding to codings of θ. Finally we used
Lemma 4.6 and the fact that the angles φ−1ek···em+1cm···c1(θ) are not in Q2.
Dropping constants (as we may) the right hand side of the above inequality can
be factorised, giving
rqs(θ) ≤
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)s(µ[cm · · · c1])
q
∞∑
n=m+1
∑
em+1···en
(α1(en · · · em+1))
−(q−1)s(µ[en · · · em+1])
q
=

 ∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)s(µ[cm · · · c1])
q


×

 ∞∑
j=1
∑
e1···ej
(α1(e1 · · · ej))
−(q−1)s(µ[e1 · · · ej ])
q


The second equality here is just a relabelling of em+1 · · · en since the quantity n
is no longer relevant. The two terms in this multiplication are independent. The
second term will be easily bounded by applying the definition of d(q) and the first
term will be bounded using our bunching condition.
First observe that the second term is always uniformly bounded. Since s < d ≤ 1,
α1(a)
s = φs(a) for any finite word a, and so
∞∑
j=1
∑
e1···ej
(α1(e1 · · · ej))
−(q−1)s(µ[e1 · · · ej ])
q =
∞∑
j=1
∑
e1···ej
φs(e1 · · · ej)
1−q(µ[e1 · · · ej ])
q
which is finite precisely when s < d(q) = d, by the definition of d(q). The remain-
der of the argument comes down to bounding the first term. This is where we need
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more restrictive assumptions on the measure in the form of bunching conditions.
Using s < d ≤ 1 we have
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)s(µ[cm · · · c1])
q
≤
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)sC
q
2α1(cm · · · c1)
dq
≤ Cq2
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
m∏
k=1
α1(ck)
dq
α2(ck)(q−1)s
≤ Cq2
∞∑
m=0
(
γ max
i∈Λ
α1(i)
dq
α2(i)(q−1)s
)m
This is a geometric series which sums whenever γα1(i)
dq < α2(i)
(q−1)s for all i ∈ Λ,
which is guaranteed by our bunching condition since s < d.
4.1.2 Why we are restricted to d ≤ 1?
In this section we discuss the case where the affinity dimension is strictly larger
than 1. Our techniques seem to generalise quite naturally under the assumption
of a slightly stronger bunching condition however, unfortunately, this bunching
condition is never satisfied, and so our techniques do not yield information about
the dimension of measures of Hausdorff dimension greater than one.
The argument is similar to the previous section until the point where we are led to
bound two independent sums. We only need to consider the ‘difficult’ first term,
since the second term is also easily shown to be bounded in this case. Assuming
2 ≥ d > s > 1 we have
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)s(µ[cm · · · c1])
q
≤
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)sC
q
2α1(cm · · · c1)
qα2(cm · · · c1)
q(d−1)
≤ Cq2
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
m∏
k=1
α1(ck)
q
α2(ck)q−s
≤ Cq2
∞∑
m=0
(
γ max
i∈Λ
α1(i)
q
α2(i)q−s
)m
This is a geometric series which sums whenever γα1(i)
qα2(i)
s−q < 1 for all i ∈ Λ.
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Although this condition looks natural, curiously it appears to be vacuous by the
following heuristic reasoning.
First note that the maps φa contract the negative quadrant of projective space by
α2(a)
α1(a)
(up to constants). A good kth level estimate for γ is given by counting the
the maximum number of mutually overlapping intervals in our IFS on projective
space, which by the pigeon hole principal, gives
γk ≥
∑
a∈Λk
α2(a)
α1(a)
,
again up to constants. Therefore a good estimate for γ is
lim inf
k→∞

∑
a∈Λk
α2(a)
α1(a)


1/k
which yields
1 ≥ lim inf
k→∞

∑
a∈Λk
γ−k
α2(a)
α1(a)


1/k
.
Recall the ‘bunching condition’ required above, with q = 2: γα1(i)
2α2(i)
s−2 < 1
(for all i ∈ Λ). Using sub- and super-additivity of the larger and smaller singular
values respectively implies that
α1(a)
2α2(a)
s−2 ≤
k∏
l=1
α1(al)
2
α2(al)2−s
< γ−k
and combining these two estimates yields
1 ≥ lim inf
k→∞

∑
a∈Λk
α1(a)α2(a)
s−1


1/k
which implies s ≥ d which is a contradiction.
4.2 Proof of Lemma 4.5
Recall that
Iqs (µ) :=
∫
a∈Σ
(∫
b∈Σ
1
d(a, b)s
dµ(b)
)q−1
dµ(a).
We rewrite the term b (in the inner integral) in terms of a part that agrees with a
(in the outer integral) and a part that differs, setting b = a1 · · · anb
′ for the longest
word a1 · · · an possible. This gives
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Iqs (µ) =
∫
a∈Σ
(
∞∑
n=0
∫
b′∈Σ:b′∧σna=φ
µ[a1 · · · an]
d(a, a1 · · · anb
′)s
dµ(b′)
)q−1
dµ(a)
It is sufficient to consider integrals with some extra decay, which are easier to
manipulate using Jensen’s inequality. For β ∈ (0, 1) define
Iβ,qs (µ) :=
∫
a∈Σ


∑∞
n=0 β
n
∫
b′∈Σ:b′∧σna=φ
µ[a1···an]
d(a,a1···anb
′)s′
dµ(b′)∑∞
n=1 β
n


q−1
dµ(a).
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that Iβ,qs′ (µ) <∞ for all s
′ < d(q), β < 1. Then Iqs (µ) <∞
for all s < d(q).
Proof. Let s < d(q) and assume without loss of generality that the diameter of F
is 1. For s′ ∈ (s, d(q)) choose β such that
(
max
i
α1(i)
)s′−s
≤ β < 1.
Then for any σn(a) ∧ b′ = φ and n large we have
βn
d(a, a1 · · · anb
′)s′
=
(
βn
d(a, a1 · · · anb
′)s′−s
)
1
d(a, a1 · · · anb
′)s
≥
(
βn
(maxi α1(i)n)s
′−s
)
1
d(a, a1 · · · anb
′)s
≥
1
d(a, a1 · · · anb
′)s
.
Integrating over all a, b, we have shown that
Iqs (µ) ≤
(
∞∑
n=1
βn
)q−1
Is′(µ)
β,q < ∞,
completing the proof of the lemma.
Now we have 

∑∞
n=0 β
n
∫
b′∈Σ:b′∧σna=φ
µ[a1···an]
d(a,a1···anb
′)s′
dµ(b′)∑∞
n=1 β
n


q−1
<
∑∞
n=0 β
n
(∫
b′∈Σ:b′∧σna=φ
µ[a1···an]
d(a,a1···anb
′)s′
dµ(b′)
)q−1
∑∞
n=1 β
n
using Jensen’s inequality in the form
(∑
aixi∑
ai
)q−1
≤
∑
ai(xi)q−1∑
ai
for q > 2.
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Now using the integral form of Jensen’s inequality, we move the q−1 above inside
the integral, giving
Iβ,qs (µ) ≤ C
′
∫
a∈Σ
∑∞
n=0 β
n
∫
b′∈Σ:b′∧σna=φ
(
µ[a1···an]
d(a,a1···anb
′)s′
)q−1
dµ(b′)∑∞
n=1 β
n
dµ(a)
for some universal constant C ′ > 0. If the integrals here were over sets of measure
1, Jensen’s inequality would work precisely and the constant C ′ would not be
necessary. We have µ{b′ : σna ∧ b′ = φ} < 1 but since the measure of these
sets is uniformly bounded below we can renormalise at the expense of a universal
constant. In particular, for any n we have
µ{b′ : σna ∧ b′ = φ} ≥ 1−max
i∈Λ
µ[i]
which is uniformly bounded away from 0, using the Gibbs property.
Since we are interested only in showing finiteness, without loss of generality we
may discard the denominator and the constant C ′. We write a′ = σna and reorder
integration to get
Iβ,qs (µ) <
∞∑
n=0
βn
∑
a1···an
µ[a1 · · · an]
∫
a′∈Σ
∫
b′∈Σ:a′∧b′=φ
µ[a1 · · · an]
q−1
d(a1 · · · ana′, a1 · · · anb
′)s(q−1)
dµ(b′)dµ(a′).
Finally, discarding β, since it only decreases things, using Fubini’s theorem and
renaming a1 · · · an as c1 · · · cn gives
Iβ,qs (µ) ≤
∫∫
a,b:a∧b=φ
∞∑
n=0
∑
c1···cn
µ[c1 · · · cn]
q
d(c1 · · · cna, c1 · · · cnb)s(q−1)
dµ(a)dµ(b).
Since it is enough to show that Iβ,qs (µ) is finite, the proof of Lemma 4.5 is complete.
4.3 Bernoulli measures
In this section we let µ be a Bernoulli measure (a self-affine measure). Bernoulli
measures clearly satisfy the quasi-Bernoulli property, and so the vast majority of
the previous argument also goes through in this setting. Note that the ‘simple
term’ is bounded for any s < d(q). The only real difference comes when trying to
bound the ‘difficult term’, which involved bunching conditions and properties of
the measure. In particular, we must bound
∞∑
m=1
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)s(µ[cm · · · c1])
q.
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Here the behaviour is the same for any value of s ∈ (0, 2] and a similar argument
yields:
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)s(µ[cm · · · c1])
q
=
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
(α2(cm · · · c1))
−(q−1)s (p(cm) · · · p(c1))
q
≤
∞∑
m=0
∑
c1···cm coding θ
m∏
k=1
p(ck)
q
α2(ck)(q−1)s
≤
∞∑
m=0
(
γ max
i∈Λ
p(i)q
α2(i)(q−1)s
)m
This is a geometric series which sums whenever γ p(i)q < α2(i)
(q−1)s for all i ∈ Λ,
which is guaranteed by our metric bunching condition, provided s < d(q). The
rest of the argument goes through as before and is omitted.
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